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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  

10/08/14  

Rising safe haven interest off sagging global equities  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD +5.20, SILVER +11.00, PLATINUM +11.80  

 

London Gold AM Fix $1,220.00 +$12.50 from prior AM  
 
LME Copper Stocks 150,300 tons -425 tons. Shanghai Deliverable Stocks 
+4,849 tons  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
The good news is that gold managed to hold most of the short-covering rally off the Monday low and that it added 
to that upward track overnight. Weakness in the Dollar yesterday provided gold with relative support compared to 
classic industrial metals markets but it might be unwise to expect progressive gains in gold prices unless the $ 
resumes a corrective track and or global equities remain under definitive pressure. Apparently significant 
weakness in global equities has ratcheted up safe haven interest in gold this week and some of that interest might 
be the result of ideas that US companies are starting to show signs of stress from the gains in the Dollar. Another 
issue that might be providing some support to gold is hints from the Fed yesterday that some members of the US 
Fed still favor raising rates next year despite spreading ideas that the world economy is seemingly back in a 
reverse gear. In other words, the Fed might be seen as too hawkish for the economic setup and that could 
eventually result in the Fed being forced to offer more supportive dialogue ahead. Another issue that might be 
providing some indirect support to gold and silver is growing talk that the German Central bank will soon be forced 
to provide some fresh stimulus. An issue that might limit gold gains this morning is projections that Indian gold 
imports for the month of September appear to have fallen from the prior month. Gold derivative holdings 
yesterday rose by a scant 764 ounces, while silver derivative holdings declined by a more substantial 867,938 
ounces.  

 

PLATINUM  
Talk of a potential Russian/South African cartel to support PGM prices is probably one theme behind some of the 
short-covering action this week. However, a measure of weakness in the US Dollar yesterday was another factor 
that probably contributed to the short-covering bias. In fact, some traders pointed to gains in South African 
platinum mining shares on Tuesday, as a bullish surprise, especially given that the broad market in South Africa 
was under noted pressure yesterday. Therefore, a fundamental shift in attitudes toward PGM might be in motion, 
but an internal fundamental supply-side shift could still be largely countervailed by patently bearish big-picture 
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macroeconomic conditions. If the bulls live by the longshot prospects of supply concerns, they could also die by 
that laser focus in the event that broad based global slowing fears consistently dominate the daily headlines. Like 
gold, the PGM sector needs to see very consistent and ongoing weakness in the Dollar and or growing evidence 
of fresh stimulus from German, the PBOC and or from the ECB. Unfortunately for the bull camp Platinum and 
palladium derivative holdings declined yesterday suggesting that investment interest remains slack.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
In order to signal something other than simple technical short-covering, probably requires a near-term decline in 
the December Dollar Index back below a recent double bottom low of 85.71 and or clear cut stimulus talk from 
several foreign central banks. While it is also possible that the nearing of festival demand in India will lend an 
added measure of support for gold during the weeks ahead, to give gold a lasting and definitive lift might require 
dovish US Fed talk. Downtrend channel resistance in December Gold is seen at $1,221.20 and then at $1,229.20. 
Down trend channel resistance in December silver today comes in at $17.58 with the bull camp somehow 
maintaining a slight edge into the early Wednesday US trade. A normal retracement of the July through October 
washout in platinum, gives an upside target of $1,315, with support moving up to $1,265.  

 

 

 
COPPER COMMENTARY  
10/08/14  
Ongoing global slowing views make recent highs solid resistance  

 

GENERAL: Bearish macroeconomic vibes continue to surface, and that in turn 
has rekindled fears of slackening physical demand for copper and that has also 
stoked fears of rising near-term copper supply levels. The fact that Hong Kong 
remains under the cloud of protests would seem to be a capping element for 
copper prices, which have recently benefited from a wave of classic short-
covering. While the bull camp hopes that rising open interest is signaling a 
potential bottoming in copper, there is way too much economic concern toward Europe and lingering uncertainty 
toward Hong Kong and the Chinese economy to suggest copper prices have made a solid low. While we can't 
argue against an attempt to retest the mid-September consolidation high zone of $3.0635 directly ahead, we can't 
fundamentally justify a near term uptrend pattern. Like gold, the bull camp in copper is heavily dependent on more 
erosion in the Dollar and consistent respect for support on the charts at $3.02. On the other hand, copper should 
have been at least partially undermined by reduced IMF growth forecasts yesterday and by ongoing noted 
weakness in global equities. For now, the bull camp looks to have some fundamental factors working in its favor, 
but there has not been a deck clearing shift in fundamentals.  
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MARKET IDEAS: 
More short-covering is possible and a return to a triple high up at $3.0635 is possible directly ahead but big 
picture macro-economic fears and fresh gains in the Dollar overnight should shift the edge in copper back in favor 
of the bear camp. Pushed into the market today we have to favor the downside, as more fears of slowing in 
Germany and renewed strength in the Dollar should chase away buyers.  
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